Peaches Corner -- a lasting legacy

County honors Myrtle Beach restaurant

BY TOM ODARE
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Cheeseburgers at Myrtle Beach have seen a lot of changes over the years. Dylan’s win where skaters hung out to see up his dogs and Bings. The shops and sound of the surfboard vanished a decade ago. But some things haven’t changed.

One of those is Peaches Corner. The name itself should the occupied the intersection of North Main Street and Ocean Boulevard for almost 80 years.

The family-owned icon has served food at all hours of the day to generation after generation of tourists and locals, alike. Recently, the Horry County Board of Architectural Review and Historic Preservation recently designated Peaches Corner in downtown Myrtle Beach as a Legacy Business. This honor is given to businesses in the county that have been around for more than 50 years and have been integral parts of the county’s history. A ribbon-cutting ceremony marked the occasion.
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Peaches Corner general manager Briggs Dickerson, a Conway native, laughs it up with customers sitting at the counter that’s attracted diners for more than 70 years at the popular Myrtle Beach restaurant.
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